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Best Of Everything
Tom Petty

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
From: mes3sl@mech.surrey.ac.uk (Shaun Lawson)

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING by TOM PETTY from the album Southern Accents
===================================================================
 
intro: G
 
C                        G
  She prob ly works in a restaurant
C                 G
  That s what her momma did
D
  But I don t know if she ever really
            G
  Could put up with it.
C                         G
  Or maybe she sings in a nightclub
C                             G
  Cause sometimes she used to sing
D
  But I don t know if it ever 
                 G        G7
  Amounted to anything.
 
 
  But listen honey,
C              G
  Wherever you are tonight,
C                G                  D
  I wish you the best of everything,  in the world
                 Em
  And I hope you found 
  D                 G
  Whatever you were looking for.
 
 
instrum: C Am C Am D D D7 D7  G
 
Yeah and it s over before you know it
It all goes by so fast
Yeah, the bad nights last forever
And the good nights don t ever seem to last



And man, we never had the real thing,
But sometimes we used to kiss
Back when we didn t understand,
What we were caught up in.
 
Wherever you are tonight,
I wish you the best of everything,  in the world
And I hope you found 
Whatever you were looking for.
 
Wherever you are tonight,
I wish you the best of everything,  in the world
And I hope you found 
Whatever you were looking for.
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------

I ve had no requests for this one - but I like it (aawww).
Hold your breath for some stuff off Damn the Torpedoes soon ...

Shaun.


